
Profess ional  Suppl ies

HOT PLATE
MODEL NO.: *688.070 - *688.075

OPERATION MANUAL
In order to make full use of its functions and minimize unnecessary loss and damage,

please read the manual carefully and keep it for future reference.
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1. TECHNOLOGY PARAMETER
Model Voltage Frequency Power Dimension (cm) Temperature

*688.070 220-240V 50 Hz 600 W 9(H)x53x32,5 1/1 GN 0 - 75°C

*688.075 220-240V 50 Hz 600W 9(H)x60x40 0 - 75°C

2. DIAGRAM

3. OPERATION
1. Put heat preservation stove on the middle of the table before using.
2. Put the dish for preservation on the top panel of heat preservation stove.
3. Push the power switch on “ON” position. The power indicator lights up. Circumgyrate control thermostat 

 deasil. The heating indicator lights and heat preservation stove is on. Choose the turn angle of the knob as 
the requirement. The top temperature of the stove surface is about 70°C, if the turn angle of knob is large.

4. The control thermostat inside will switch off the power without heating if the temperature of the stove is equal 
to the required temperature. It will connect on power to heat when temperature of the stove is lower than 
the required temperature. The preservation temperature for the dish should be kept in the same range of 
 temperature.

5. Must push the switch on “OFF” position and pull out the electricity plug when not using the machine.

4. ATTENTION
1. Refer to the whole introduction before operation and affi rm the voltage, frequency of power supply are the 

same as rating value on the nameplate. The socket connected on heat preservation stove must be three-hole 
socket with good earth wire.

2. Must put heat preservation stove on calm platform when using without fl ammability and explosibility. 
Forbid to cover heat preservation stove with the fl ammability to prevent fi re danger on using. 

3. Don’t touch the stove as it will send out quantity of heat at working.
4. Forbid rinsing the machine with water or put it into water .Wash it with cotton with ambulant, and then 

wipe up with clean cotton.
5. Please send the machine to repair to the manufacturer, servicing or similar professional technician if the 

 machine has the breakdown without the spare part for repair.
6. The machine is only for commercial use or home use and in door use.
7. This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced physical, sensory or  mental 

capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or instruction 
 concerning use of the appliance by a person responsible for their safety. Children should be supervised to 
ensure that they do not play with the appliance.

8. If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer, its service agent or similarly qualifi ed 
persons in order to avoid a hazard.

9. CAUTION: In order to avoid a hazard due to inadvertent resetting of the thermal cut-out, this appliance must 
not be supplied through an external switching device, such as a timer, or connected to a circuit that is regularly 
switched on and off by the utility.
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